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Application 
 

• MOST IMPORTANT STEPS WHEN USING VINYLGUARD 
 
 

1. All finish on Existing floors must be either Stripped or Cleansed with SurfaceTreat 
2. New floors can be cleaned with GlossClean or similar neutral cleaner   
3. Allow the floor to dry and then use a microfiber mop to pick up any final dust and dirt 
4. If floors are stripped use PrimelSeal as a primer/sealer coat before application of the 

VinylGuard. This will help with self-leveling increase the overall durability of the system 
and allow for significant time savings during any future stripping process. Apply 
PrimeSeal, with a flat-mop, at a spread rate of 1200-1500 sq.ft/gal. Dry time is 20 to 30 
minutes. 

5. Mix part A VinylGuard separately for 1 minute until it is cream color and uniform 
consistency. Add B side to the A and mix for another 1 minute.   Add the Reducer and 
mix. Once the Reducer is mixed in the product is ready to use. 

6. Place mixed product into a roller tray.  For best results use roller tray to dip 
from. 

7. Roller apply VinylGuard coating.  Use a non shed 1/4 inch nap roller.  Roll up and down 
on blue tape to remove fur.  Use 4 or 6” Hot Dog rollers for the edges. 

8. Do not starve the roller of product 12 to 16 sq. ft. per dip.  The product is self-
leveling so do not roll too hard. Overlap  2” to 6”and maintain wet edge 
(white). 

9. One gal VinylGuard should cover approx. 500 sq.ft in a single coat. 
10. To avoid missed spots on the floor, make sure the room well lit. 
11. Change out the roller every 60 minutes.  
12. Make sure air can circulate to remove moisture from the product. 
13. VinylGuard will dry in about 12 hours.  Temperature, humidity and environmental 

conditions can impact this. 
14. Chair bottoms – use protective bottoms to insure success 
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¼ “ NAP Shed Resistant Professional Roller Covers –  
For the flooring contractors and other various coating jobs requiring minimum linting! 
Made with high quality white fabric nap cover. 
Shed-resistant.  
 

 
 
 


